I value very high this work made by my old students Marwan Charara and Christophe Barnes, as it is a very serious demonstration that complex seismic waveform fitting is possible. The price to pay, of course, is the use of a very realistic (so expensive) simulation of the propagation of the elastic waves (including attenuation), and an inversion process where there is a nontrivial use of Monte Carlo techniques (otherwise, it is not possible to discover in which region of the model space the actual Earth is). Note that even a very simple medium (here, it was not extremely far from a layered medium), the observed seismograms can be very complex. At the time these two complementary studies had to be terminated (a Ph.D. diploma is to be obtained in a finite time), a complete assessment of the uncertainties in the obtained solution had not yet been made.
We report here on a sophisticated experiment for the modeling and inversion of an offset vertical seismic profile (OVSP). Both, the data and the synthetic seismograms show a profusion of converted waves, with complex waveforms. The data allow an accurate estimation of three parameters describing the underground, P and S wave velocity and mass density, and an indication on attenuation. Although the results are quite impressive, they can only be obtained, today, after a long process, were many heavy computations are performed under the guidance of the (natural) intelligence of a (human) expert.
Introduction
Accurate seismic imaging is difficult because seismic waves follow complex paths in the earth. Multiple reflexions and reverberations, channeling, and wave-type conversions, although each obeying to simple physics, combine to produce seismograms difficult to interpret.
Although generally hidden in surface seismic data, these complexities become conspicuous in data recorded in boreholes. The is no hope that methods of interpretation based on the simple concepts of data processing will one day allow an efficient use of the data: the only way goes through careful modeling of the physics and the resolution of the associated inverse modeling problem.
The last years have seen slow progress in the methods of seismic data inversion. In part, this is due to a general neglect of the nonlinearities of the problem: simplified inversion techniques only produce results that are marginally better than those obtained, less expensively, by conventional data processing techniques.
We report hereon an inversion experiment (offset vertical seismic profile, OVSP) where the availability of high quality, 3-component data, has allowed a realistic reconstruction of the physics of the propagation and, by the same token, a realistic estimation of the parameters describing the underground.
Data set Figure 1 shclws two of the components (longitudinal and vertical) of the three components recorded by Elfin an offset seismic profile in the North Sea. The first receiver is at a depth of 2.3 km and the last at 4 km, and the offset is 2 km (the geometry is suggested in figure 3 ). The amplitudes are coded in colors according to the polarization of the arrivals (it can be estimated by analysis of the X and Z components of the data), the polarization dh-ection been indicated at the right of the seismic panels. A profusion of phases can be observed, including many conversions when the waves are refracted or reflected. The low frequency wave at the bottom has been identified as an S-wave created at the interfaces just below the water bottom (the borehole is in a lake 100 m deep). The traces near position 20 show complex signals, identified as corresponding to energy channeled by low-velocity layers.
VSP WEST real data X component VSP WEST real data Z component Figure 2: Synthetic seismograms predicted by the final model of P and S-wave velocity, mass density and attenuation (shown in figure 3 ). To be compared with the observed seismograms of figure 1.
Results
All along the iterations, the fit between the synthetic and the observed data increases, and figure 2 shows the synthetic data obtained at the end of the optimization process. Figure 3 shows the model obtained (also suggested is the geometry of the experiment, where the surface cross indicates the source position, and the solid line the location of the receivers on the well). We see, in particular, that even with the horizontal correlation imposed a priori, the model shows dipping layers at the well bottom that explain some of the reflections observed in the data. 
Conclusion and Prospects
Although the fit between abserved and synthetic data is excellent, even quantitatively, it took quite a long time before we were able to start having a qualitative agreement: the initial models we were using were not close enough to reality, and some of the seismic events were misinterpreted. Also, the introduction of attenuation was necessary.
The incorporation of all our a priori knowledge on the parameters allows not only the algorithmic stabilization of the inversion process, but also the reduction of the solution set of such an underdetermined problem. In fact, the problem we faced was, rather, the opposite, having had a great difficulty in finding the model that simultaneously fits the data and agrees with the a priori information imposed.
This example shows some results:
q The elastic (attenuating) model is realistic enough for an accurate modeling of the physics of wave propagation.
q The finite difference approximation, when used with a small enough space and time step reproduces well this physics, notwithstanding the replacement of true reflectors by steep gradients.
q To interpret complex seismic data, deterministic methods of optimization have to be completed by (more expensive) Monte Carlo methods.
In the present state of the methodology, the interpreter has to take decisions at many steps of the process.
Perhaps this could change with a more extensive use of Monte Carlo methods. All the problems have not been resolved. Beyond the fact that we have neglected anisotropy, the data used is only a low-pass filtered version of the real data: we have not been yet able to achieve good fit with all the frequencies present. The seismic data displayed in the main text has a higher frequency content than the data displayed in the following pages. This is because the following data set corresponds to that used in the first stades of the inversion process, where we choose not to model attenuation, and use a low-pass filtered version of the data.
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Introduction
We are developing Monte Carlo methods applied to arrival time inversion for well seismic data. Global inversion methods such as Monte Carlo allow to solve non linear inverse problems. When data redundancy is weak as for well data, a way to constrain the P and S kinematic inverse problem is to take i n to account arrival times of several phases Barnes et al., 1996 . However, this involves a more important nonlinearity, mostly when phases are not clearly identi ed. An alternative possibility to constrain the problem is to introduce additional information like geological 1 one. Nevertheless, realistic geological information is often complex and usually leads to multi-modal distributions 2 Barnes and Tarantola, 1993. Monte Carlo methods are based on a probabilistic formalism and are able to take i n to account such distributions. This approach is useful because of its exibility: it deals with non linear problem, complex statistics on data and model space and with partially identi ed phases. However, the main problem of these methods remains the computer cost. In order to overcome it, we h a ve essentially worked on the e ciency of the Markovian random walk used to explore the model space.
1 Informations from geology and from geophysical data do not constrain the parameters of the models in the same way. Therefore, the geological information, when it is available, can drastically reduce the number of freedom degrees in the inversion process and should allow a better interpretation.
2 Then, this information can not be correctly described by well-shaped probability densities like those imposed by gradient algorithms and the used norms for example, Gaussian probability densities for the L2 norm, i.e. least squares.
We demonstrate that Monte Carlo methods applied to arrival times inversion are feasible even for problem with high model space dimension 100. Our further goal is to develop this technique using more realistic a priori information, and to couple it with an automatic picking of phases.
Statement of the inverse problem
The medium is more or less 1D-layered for the three rst kilometers as it could be veri ed on migrated images from surface data. On the opposite, from 3 down to 4 km depth the antenna zone, the medium become less and less invariant. Nevertheless, a 1D description hypothesis is su cient for arrival times when using transmitted waves. The model consists in a succession of 34 layers, the depth of interfaces are well known in the logging zone of the well. However, we allow adjustments of these parameters in the inversion. In the shallow part, we h a ve inferred likely positions of major interfaces using information from surface seismic, the associated uncertainties are then more important around 100 meters. In addition to these 33 parameters, we h a ve 34 parameters for the P-velocities of the layers including water, and 33 parameters for the S-velocities. The dimension of the model space is 100. The a priori information on parameters can be extracted from both regional studies Wrolstad, 1993 and logs e.g. acoustic log for the P-velocity. As no direct information on S-velocities is available, we h a ve used regional studies to infer VS from VP through linear statistical laws observed on rock samples Castagna et al., 1993 . The observed data of the problem are transmitted downgoing waves picked on the OVSP data the X component is shown on the gure 1. Re ected up-going waves are not used. E ectively, they are mostly coming from the well bottom where interfaces do not agree the 1D hypothesis 3 . W e h a ve picked 28 transmitted and associated L1-type uncertainties to each picked time depending on the quality of the picking uncertainties are shown by a gray region on the gures 2 and 3. The last point concerns the use of Monte Carlo for the identi cation of phases. The relationship between data and model space is done using time calculation. Usually for arrival times inversion, synthetic arrival times are calculated using a de ned ray path in the medium: The picked phase is identi ed when saying for example it is the P to S converted wave of the direct P on that interface", and the corresponding synthetic arrival times are Fig. 1 : Picked phases of OVSP seismograms. The X component horizontal in the propagation plane, is shown using color to indicate the polarization of the incidence. This allows to discriminate the di erent phases type, for example the transmitted P waves direct and multiples appears in dark blue, re ected converted PS waves in red, transmitted converted PS waves in orange-red or orange-green for the converted at the sea oor. Part of the picked phases transmitted converted PS waves are shown. On the x axis, the times are given in second. On the y axis, the depth in the well is given in meters.
obtained using the ray path de ned when identifying the picked phase. In our case, the synthetic phases 45 ray paths are more numerous than observed ones 28 picked phases. E ectively, w e do not a priori" associate a particular ray path in the model to an observed picked phase, we propose di erent r a y path interpretations for the observed phase. The Monte Carlo exploration tries di erent association during the random walk, and provides, when convergence is reached, di erent i n terpretations for some of the observed phases.
Techniques of resolution
As the major di culty for Monte Carlo methods is the computer time cost, we need to i improve modeling calculation, ii do not examine part of the model space which has a priori no interest, iii decrease the number of forward problem calculations when the model to be tested is not likely regarding the data and, iv most of all, reduce the number of drawn models necessary to well de ne the posterior probability statistical convergence of the set of model-samples to the equilibrium distribution. The synthetic times are calculated in the forward problem by resolving the Eikonal equation by nite-di erence methods Podvin and Lecomte, 1991 . The cells of the 2D grid are squares of 30 by 30 meters. The errors induced by the cell size and the velocity i n terpolation as interface positions are continuous, are estimated, calibrated and then introduced in the Monte Carlo inversion as modeling errors. These errors can be chosen leading to a trade-o between accuracy of time calculation and computer cost of the forward problem resolution. The second point i s a c hieved using a preconditioning of the random walk by the a priori information Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995; Barnes et al., 1996 . To improve the third point, we used the partitioning of the data in several groups in order to test models against the most discriminant data rst. Computational time is then saved statistically when models are too wrong to explain data. This technique does not modify the convergence towards the posterior probability Barnes, 1997 . The fourth point is certainly the most important as one can improve the e ciency of the exploration algorithm by several order of magnitude. For that, we h a ve de ned a random walk that tends to jump statistically along isovalues approximately of the likelihood function without modifying as well the convergence towards the posterior probability Barnes, 1997 .
As the identi cation of all phases was not possible, we let the Monte Carlo process nd di erent possibilities of association. The only constraint is that we associated the di erent groups of observed phases with groups of synthetic phases. Thus, we obtain di erent classes of models multi-modal posterior distribution, and also di erent identi cation for the observed picked phases.
Algorithmic procedure
The inverse problem is solved using a Markovian random walk Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995 Fig. 5 : The rst one of the 15 signi cant cluster or classes of models. After the Monte Carlo inversion, the set of models is analyzed. As the distribution is multi-modal, we h a ve separated the di erent modes. Each cluster being not so far from the gaussian statistical model, we represent its mean and its standard deviation. The mean model is indicated by a black thick line. S wave v elocities is shown at left and P wave v elocities at right. The standard deviation is given by the colored region around the mean model.
if the rst data test succeeds, we test the new model against the second group of observed data, as previous step for the third group of observed data, etc, until the sixth group of observed data. Metropolis algorithm is used for the tests of every group of observed data. When the new model passes through the di erent tests, it is accepted as the new current model. If any test fails, then the new model is rejected and we keep the old model as the new current model and start again from the rst step. The set of all current models is named the posterior set of models. It converges towards the posterior probability, solution of the inverse problem.
Analysis of the solution
The posterior set of model-samples is a series of models obtained using random walker. We h a ve used four random walkers. The convergence can be veri ed comparing the results of each w alker. The posterior set of model-samples is raw information. The gure 4 shows such a set of models, part of the solution. Statistical studies of the posterior set of models has to be done in order to extract information about the postethe index of the new model m i , to be tested and j the index of the current model. We h a ve L i = Lm i where L denote the likelihood function. One every 300 models is plotted. The modes are grouped into two main clouds of points, as we consider here 2D marginals of the posterior distribution, the clouds are modes for these 2D marginals.
rior distribution. These studies show that the posterior is clearly multi-modal then clustering and classi cation techniques are needed. For example, model-samples are shown as points in gure 6 for the parameters concerning the 6 th layer, the gure shows clearly a bimodal distribution for these parameters. After cluster processing, we obtain 15 signi cant clusters, i.e. with a su cient n umber of models and sampled by every random walkers. The most likely cluster has an approximative probability of 17. The mode and uncertainties of the cluster is shown on the gure 5.
Conclusions
We h a ve shown that inversion of arrival time for several phases is possible and most of all tractable even for high model space dimension. The time cost di culty has been overcome in this application using an adequate random walk.
This example on real data shows that Monte Carlo methods can be useful for some class of inverse problem. The mode of the main cluster of the solution has been used as a starting model in the waveform inversion of the OVSP data for a visco-elastic medium Charara, 1996 . Our further goal is to develop this technique for 2D models, with more parameters. Techniques have t o b e d e v elopped in order to use more realistic a priori information. Lastly, w e think that Monte Carlo may allow to couple the resolution of kinematic problem to the automatic picking of observed phases.
